
E-Discovery  Practices  from
Both Sides of the Bench
White Paper
Survey results cover such topics as the effectiveness of new
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP), general e-discovery
competency in the legal market, and the effects of emerging
technology trends on litigation practices.

Debate  the  Issues:  Making
Smart E-Discovery Decisions
Event, begins Jan. 21 at 10 a.m. PST
E-discovery  and  legal  experts  will  debate  the  five  most
controversial e-discovery issues from 2015 and help you stay
informed with the latest information around these e-discovery
topics.

2016 E-Discovery Processing –
Zapproved Survey Results
Survey Results
ZAPPROVED has released the results of an online survey of 92
in-house legal staff about their methods of data processing —
manual, in-house software or outsource to service provider.
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The  Most  Significant
eDiscovery Metrics From 2015
in One Infographic
Infographic
iCONECT has collected all the relevant eDiscovery surveys and
reports  from  the  past  year  and  made  it  available  as  a
complimentary  downloadable  infographic.

Whistleblower  Law  Firm
Selects  iCONECT-XERA  Doc
Review
NEWS
Personal injury and whistleblower law firm Waters Kraus & Paul
has selected XERA e-discovery software by iCONECT to help
manage the firm’s e-discovery.

iCONECT Moves to Hi-Tech Hub
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in London
NEWS
iCONECT, developers of XERA e-discovery software, announced
its move to the newly renovated “London Street Railway Power
Plant” building in London.

Five Types of ESI Chain of
Custody Documentation
White Paper
Maintaining  a  complete  chain  of  custody  record  involves
multiple types of documentation. What types are used in a
particular case depends on what the evidence is and how it’s
handled. These are the five major categories of ESI chain of
custody documentation.

Avoiding  an  E-Discovery
Crisis  Created  By  a
Preservation  Lapse  –
Zapproved White Paper
White Paper
Zapproved is offering a complimentary recap called “State of
Preservation  Today”  from  The  Proceedings  from  the  2015
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Conference on Preservation Excellence.

Understanding  ESI  Chain  of
Custody
White Paper
There  is  relatively  little  understanding  of  the  unique
problems and considerations underlying chain of custody for
electronic  evidence,  writes  Indiana  lawyer  Helen  Geib  on
QDiscovery’s website.

2015  E-Discovery  Case  Law
Review
White Paper
A  new  e-discovery  case  law  white  paper  from  Exterro  and
General Counsel News reviews three must-know e-discovery cases
from 2015.

Everlaw  Announces  New  E-
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Discovery Platform Feature
NEWSThe new Everlaw e-discovery functionality is designed to
help users organize the most important documents identified in
review.

Infographic: 10 Ways to Take
Your  Document  Review  Beyond
the Status Quo
Resource
The infographic is designed to help take a document review
platform beyond the status quo and choosing the best platform
for the job.

AmLaw 50 Co-Chair Leaves to
Become GC
NEWS
Christopher M. Schultz has become Executive Vice President and
General  Counsel  of  Level  2  Legal  Solutions,  a  leading  e-
discovery and legal services outsourcing firm.
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iCONECT-XERA  Adds  Integrated
Analytics  Including
Predictive Review
NEWS
iCONECT announced that its XERA e-discovery software licenses
now include XERA’s full suite of analytic tools, including
predictive  coding,  workflow,  iCONECT’s  XMPLAR,  near-
duplication,  conceptual  search,  email  threading  and  iVIEW
cluster visualization.
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